




















A MICROSTATES APPROACH TO RELATIVE FREE ENTROPY
DIMITRI SHLYAKHTENKO
1. Introduction.
Let X1, . . . , Xn ∈ (M, τ) be a family of non-commutative random variables in a tracial
W ∗-probability space, and let B ⊂ M be a unital subalgebra. Voiculescu has introduced in
[7] a free entropy quantity
χ∗(X1, . . . , Xn : B).
His approach involved non-commutative Hilbert transform and is algebraic in nature. In the
case that B = C, this quantity is denoted χ∗(X1, . . . , Xn), and its properties are very similar
to those of the free entropy χ(X1, . . . , Xn) introduced by Voiculescu in [4] using microstates;
in fact, it may very well be that the two quantities coinside.
Using the microstates approach to free entropy, we introduce in this paper a quantity
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) which has several properties in common χ∗(X1, . . . , Xn : B).
The infinitesimal change of variables formula for χ involves conjugate variables, introduced
by Voiculescu in order to define χ∗. Both χ and χ∗ have the same behavior under compression
by matrix units in the case that B = Mn⊗D, whereMn is the algebra of n×n matrices. This
behavior is a useful technical tool; for example, it was used to prove certain maximization
results for matrices of non-commutative random variables in [1].
If the X1, . . . , Xn are free from B, we have
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn),
provided that B can be embedded into the ultrapower of the hyperfinite II1 factor; a similar
fact holds for χ∗.
If X1, . . . , Xn are free from the algebra generated by Y1, . . . , Ym and B, then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) + χ(Y1, . . . , Ym|B);
a similar fact holds for χ∗.
We prove a maximization result for χ (which is essentially identical to the one for χ∗),




i ) = n if
and only if X1, . . . , Xn is a free semicircular family, free from B (we need as an assumption
that B can be embedded into the ultrapower of the hyperfinite II1 factor). Lastly, the
infinitesimal change of variables formula for χ(· · · |B) involves conjugate variables used to
define χ∗(· · · : B) (see [7]).
It is interesting to note that χ(·|B) has an interpretation as a relative entropy, which
suggests a similar interpretation for χ∗(· : B). Indeed, we show that if Y1, . . . , Ym are
generators of B, then χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym), where the latter entropy
has properties of a relative entropy of X1, . . . , Xn and Y1, . . . , Ym. We caution the reader
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that we use a definition of χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) which may be different from the one
used by Voiculescu in [4], although the two quantities are related.
2. Relative Free Entropy χ(·|B).
Let (M, τ) be a tracial non-commutative probability space, and consider self-adjoint non-
commutative random variables X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ M . We denote by Mk the algebra
of k × k matrices, and by M sak the set of self-adjoint k × k matrices. Recall that the set
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn; k, l, ǫ) ⊂ (M sak )n
was defined by Voiculescu in [4] as the set of those (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ (M sak )n, for which ‖xi‖ ≤ R
and for any p ≤ l, and all i1, . . . , ip
|τn(xi1 , . . . , xip)− τ(Xi1 . . .Xip)| < ǫ.
Here τn stands for the normalized trace on the matrices (so that τn(1) = 1).
Definition 2.1. For y1, . . . , yn ∈Mk, define
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ)
= {x1, . . . , xn ∈ (M sak )n : (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym)
∈ ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l, ǫ)}
Remark 2.2. Note that for this set to be nonempty, we must have that
(y1, . . . , ym) ∈ ΓR((Y1, . . . , Ym : X1, . . . , Xn; l, k, ǫ).
This set would be empty if W ∗(Y1, . . . , Ym) were not embeddable into the ultrapower of the
hyperfinite II1 factor.
Definition 2.3. Let λ denote Lebesgue measure on (M sak )
n corresponding to its Hilbert
space structure coming from the non-normalized trace. Define successively






(y1, . . . , ym) ∈
ΓR(Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l, ǫ)
(2.2)
log λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ) + n
2
log k(2.3)
χR(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) = inf
l,ǫ
χR(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym; l, ǫ)
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) = sup
R
χR(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym).
The last quantity is called the relative free entropy of the n-tuple (X1, . . . , Xn) with respect
to the m-tuple (Y1, . . . , Ym).
If ω is a free ultrafilter on N, then one can also define χω(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) exactly
as in (2.1), but replacing lim sup by limk→ω.
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Remark 2.4. It is not clear whether our definition of χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) coninsides
with that of Voiculescu (see [4]). His definition corresponds to defining




λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l, ǫ)





The connection to our definition can be made as follows: let
f(y1, . . . , ym) = λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym[y1, . . . , ym]; k, l, ǫ)
Then Voiculescu’s definition corresponds to taking as χR(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym; l, k, ǫ) the
average of f over ΓR(Y1, . . . , Ym; l, k, ǫ). It follows that the quantity obtained in our definition
is bigger than that of Voiculescu. We mention that it is possible to define, in the spirit of [4]
the relative entropy as
χ′(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym)− χ(Y1, . . . , Ym : X1, . . . , Xn).
Such a definition corresponds to defining χR(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym; l, k, ǫ) as the average of
f over ΓR(Y1, . . . , Ym : X1, . . . , Xn). We don’t know whether χ
′ coincides with Voiculescu’s
or our definition of χ, and whether Voiculescu’s and our definitions are the same or different.
Note, however, that we always have:
Proposition 2.5. Let X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym be non-commutative random variables. Then
we have
χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym)− χ(Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤
χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym)− χ(Y1, . . . , Ym : X1, . . . , Xn) ≤
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym).
In particular, if χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) = −∞, then χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym) = −∞.
Proof. In the case that χ(Y1, . . . , Ym) is finite, the inequalities follow from the discussion in
Remark 2.4. If
χ(Y1, . . . , Ym) = −∞,
then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym) = −∞.
If χ(Y1, . . . , Ym) 6= −∞, then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) = −∞
implies that
χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ −∞ + χ(Y1, . . . , Ym) = −∞.
Notation 2.6. We shall write
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym; l, k, ǫ)
for
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; l, k, ǫ)
when the Y1, . . . , Ym are understood.
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Proposition 2.7. If p < m, then χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Yp),
and a similar inequality holds for χR and χ
ω.
Proof. We have the inclusion
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; l, k, ǫ) ⊂ ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , yp[Y1, . . . , Yp]; l, k, ǫ)
for all (y1, . . . , ym) ∈Mk. It follows that
sup
(y1,...,ym)
λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; l, k, ǫ) ≤
sup
(y1,...,yp)
λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , yp[Y1, . . . , Yp]; l, k, ǫ)
which implies the desired inequality.
Proposition 2.8. χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Ym).
Proof. We clearly have
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; l, k, ǫ) ⊂ πΓr(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym; l, k, ǫ),
where π denotes the projection from (M sak )
n × (M sa)m onto (M sak )n.




χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ n
2
log 2πec2.
The same estimate holds for χR and χ
ω.
Proof. We have χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn) ≤ n2 log 2πec2, the last inequality
by [4].
Definition 2.10. Let B ⊂ M be a unital subalgebra of M . We define the free entropy of
(X1, . . . , Xn) relative to B to be




χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym).
If ω is a free ultrafilter on the natural numbers, then we define χω(X1, . . . , Xn|B) in the
obvious way.
Remark 2.11. For χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) to be finite, we must have that for all Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ B,
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) 6= −∞.
By Remark 2.2, this subsumes that B is embeddable into the ultrapower of the hyperfinite
II1 factor.
Proposition 2.12. If D ⊂ B is a unital subalgebra, then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|D).
In particular, we have χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|C) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn). The same
conclusion holds for χ replaced with χω.
Proof. The first inequality is because in computing χ(X1, . . . , Xn|D) we take the infimum
over a smaller set. The equality between χ(X1, . . . , Xn|C) and χ(X1, . . . , Xn) is left to the
reader.
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Proposition 2.13. Let Xji , i = 1, . . . , n, j = 1, 2, . . . be non-commutative random variables.
Assume that X1, . . . , Xn are such that as j →∞, the joint distribution of (Xj1 , . . . , Xjn) and
B converges to the joint distribution of B and X1, . . . , Xn. Let Y
j
1 , . . . , Y
j
m be such that they
converge in distribution to Y1, . . . , Ym. Assume that there exists a finite constant R, so that
supi,j ‖Xji ‖, ‖Y ji ‖, ‖Xi‖, ‖Yi‖ < R. Then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) ≥ lim sup
j




χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≥ lim sup
j
χ(Xj1 , . . . , X
j
n|Y j1 , . . . , Y jm).
The same conclusion holds for χω instead of χ.
Proof. Clearly, only the second inequality needs to be proved. It follows from the following
inclusion, true for sufficiently large j:
ΓR(X
j
1 , . . . , X
j
n|y1, . . . , ym[Y j1 , . . . , Y jn ]; k, l, ǫ/2) ⊂
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l, ǫ),





1 , . . . , X
j
n|y1, . . . , ym[Y j1 , . . . , Y jn ]; k, l, ǫ/2) ≤
sup
y1,...,ym
log λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l, ǫ),
which in turn implies the desired inequality.
Proposition 2.14. Assume that Z1, . . . , Zr ∈ W ∗(Y1, . . . , Ym). Then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Z1, . . . , Zr),
and similarly for χ replaced with χω.
Proof. Fix ǫ > 0, l > 0, R > 0. Then there exists non-commutative polynomials p1, . . . , pr
in m variables, such that
(X1, . . . , Xn, p1(Y1, . . . , Ym), . . . , pr(Y1, . . . , Ym))
approximate
(X1, . . . , Xn, Z1, . . . , Zr)
strongly to any desired accuracy. It follows, that for a suitable choice of such polynomials,
there exist ǫ > ǫ′ > 0, l′ > l > 0 and R′ > R > 0 such that whenever
(y1, . . . , ym) ∈ ΓR(Y1, . . . , Ym, X1, . . . , Xn; k, l′, ǫ′)
we have the inclusion
ΓR′(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l′, ǫ′) ⊂





log λΓR′(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l′, ǫ′) ≤
sup
z1,...,zr
log λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|z1, . . . , zr[Z1, . . . , Zr]; k, l, ǫ).
But this implies χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Z1, . . . , Zr).
Theorem 2.15. χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn|W ∗(Y1, . . . , Ym)).
Proof. By definition,




χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Z1, . . . , Zr).
In particular, if r = m and (Z1, . . . , Zr) = (Y1, . . . , Ym), we have that
χ ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym).
But by Proposition 2.14, we also have that, for Z1, . . . , Zr ∈ W ∗(Y1, . . . , Ym),
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Z1, . . . , Zr) ≤ χ,
so that χ = χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym).
Proposition 2.16. If Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ B, then χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Ym).
Proof. We have χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y1, . . . , Ym).
Theorem 2.17. Let B = L∞[0, 1] ⊂ M be a diffuse commutative von Neumann subalgebra.
For each r = 1, . . . , n let µr be a measure on [0, 1]
2 determined by∫∫
f(x)g(y)dµr(x, y) = τ(XrfXrg).
Assume that for at least one r ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]2 is singular with
respect to µr. Then χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) = −∞.
Proof. Let Y be a self-adjoint generator for B. Then we have
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y ) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xn : Y ) = −∞
because of [5, Corollary 7.7].
Note that the analogous theorem holds for χ∗(· · · : B), see [3].
Proposition 2.18. Let p < n. Then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) ≤ χ(X1, . . . , Xp|B) + χ(Xm+1, . . . , Xp|B)
and a similar inequality holds for χω.
Proof. We clearly have
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym; k, l, ǫ) ⊂ ΓR(X1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym; k, l, ǫ)×
ΓR(Xp+1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym; k, l, ǫ)




log λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym; k, l, ǫ) ≤
sup
y1,...,ym
log λ (ΓR(X1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym; k, l, ǫ)+
log λΓR(Xp+1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym; k, l, ǫ) ≤
sup
y1,...,ym
log λ (ΓR(X1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym; k, l, ǫ))+
sup
y1,...,ym
log λ (ΓR(Xp+1, . . . , Xnb|y1, . . . , ym; k, l, ǫ) .
This implies the proposition.
Theorem 2.19. Let X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1, . . . , Xp ∈ (M, τ) be self-adjoint non-commutative
random variables. Assume that the family X1, . . . , Xn is free from the von Neumann algebra
generated by B and Xn+1, . . . , Xp, and assume that B is embeddable into the ultrapower of
the hyperfinite II1 factor. Then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1, . . . , Xp|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn) + χ(Xn+1, . . . , Xp|B).
In particular,
χ(X1, . . . Xn|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn).
The same statements hold for χω.
Proof. It is sufficient to show that
χ(X1, . . . , Xn) + χ(Xn+1, . . . , Xp|B) ≥ χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1, . . . , Xp|B).
Fix m > 0 and elements Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ B. Let y1, . . . , ym ∈ ΓR(Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l, ǫ); such an
m-tuple exists because B can be embedded into the ultrapower of the hyperfinite II1 factor.
By Voiculescu’s result in [8], we have that the ratio
lim inf
k→∞
λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn; k, l, ǫ)× ΓR(Xn+1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ)
λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ) ≥ 1.
Indeed, given a δ > 0, there is a k0, for all k > k0 and for each choice of an approximant
(xn+1, . . . , xp) ∈ ΓR(Xn+1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ),
there exists an open subset
Γk,xn+1,...,xp ⊂ ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn; k, l, ǫ),
so that
λΓk,xn+1,...,xp
ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn; k, l, ǫ)
> 1− δ
satisfying




Let O = O(xn+1, . . . , xp) be an open ball of radius ǫ
′ for the operator norm onMn−pk , centered
at xn+1, . . . , xp. Then for sufficiently small ǫ
′ (depending only on k and l), we have






Γk,xn+1,... xp × O(xn+1, . . . , xn).
Then Γk ⊂ ΓR(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ), so that
λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ) ≥ λΓk
≥ inf
xn+1,... xp
λΓk,xn+1,...,xp × λΓR(Xn+1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ)
≥ (1− δ) · λΓR(X1, . . . , Xn; k, l, ǫ)× λΓR(Xn+1, . . . , Xp|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ).
The statement of the theorem follows. The proof for χω is identical.
We note that the preceding theorem implies that χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) is not always −∞. For
example, if S1, . . . , Sn is a free semicircular family free from a unital von Neumann al-
gebra B, which can be embedded into the ultrapower of the hyperfinite II1 factor, then
χ(S1, . . . , Sn|B) = n2 log 2πe > −∞.
Corollary 2.20. Let X1, . . . , Xp be random variables. Assume that X1, . . . , Xn are free from
the algebra generated by Xn+1, . . . , Xp and B. Then
χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1, . . . , Xp|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) + χ(Xn+1, . . . , Xp|B).(2.4)
Proof. If B is embeddable into the ultrapower of the hyperfinite II1 factor, we have by
Theorem 2.19 that
χ(X1, . . . , Xn, Xn+1, . . . , Xp|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn) + χ(Xn+1, . . . , Xp|B),
and also that
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn).
If B is not embeddable into the ultrapower of the hyperfinite II1 factor, then the quantities
on both sides of (2.4) are equal to −∞.
The analogy between χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) and χ∗(X1, . . . , Xn : B) makes it tempting to con-
jecture that (2.4) holds under the weaker assumption that X1, . . . , Xn and Xn+1, . . . , Xp are
free with amalgamation over B; however, we were unable to prove this.
3. Separate change of variables formulas.
Theorem 3.1. Let fi : R → R be diffeomorphisms, and let µi be the distribution of Xi.
Then





log |s− t| dµi(s)dµi(t),
and the same formula holds for χω in place of χ.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the statement assuming further that fi are identity diffeomor-
phisms for i > 1; we write f = f1. It is moreover sufficient to show that given Y1, . . . , Ym ∈ B
χ(f1(X1), . . . , fn(Xn)|Y1, . . . , Ym) ≥ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|Y1, . . . , Ym)+∫ ∫
log |f(s)− f(t)|
log |s− t| dµ1(s)dµ1(t),
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since the reverse inequality follows by replacing f with its inverse. It is shown in [6, Propo-
sition 3.1] that given δ > 0, ǫ > 0, l > 0, R > 0, there exist k0 > 0, ǫ > ǫ0 > 0, l0 > l > 0,
such that for all k > k0, 0 < ǫ
′ < ǫ0 and l′ > l0, the determinant of the map
F : (x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) 7→ (f(x1), x2, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym)







|s− t| dµ1(s)dµ1(t)− δ
])
for
(x1, . . . , xn, y1, . . . , ym) ∈ ΓR′(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l′, ǫ′).
Moreover, the image of
ΓR′(X1, . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l
′, ǫ′)
under this map is contained in
ΓR(f(X1), . . . , Xn, Y1, . . . , Ym; k, l, ǫ).
Choose y1, . . . , ym such that
log sup
z1,...,zm
λΓR′(X1, . . . , Xn|z1, . . . , zm[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l′, ǫ′)−
log λΓR′(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l; , ǫ′) < δ.
Then we have that
sup
z1,...,zm
log λΓR′(f(X1), X2, . . . , Xn|z1, . . . , zm[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ) ≥
log λΓR(f(X1), . . .Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l, ǫ) ≥
log λF (ΓR′(X1, . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; k, l′, ǫ′)) ≥












log |s− t| dµ1(s)dµ1(t)− 2δk
2.
Taking lim supk→∞ gives us that
χR(f(X1), . . . , Xn|y1, . . . , ym[Y1, . . . , Ym]; l, ǫ) ≥




log |s− t| dµ1(s)dµ1(t),
which implies the theorem. The proof for χω is exactly the same.
Proposition 3.2. If ‖Xi‖ < R for all i, then
χR(X1, . . . , Xn|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B),
and similarly for χω.
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The proof is along the lines of that of Theorem 3.1, using the ideas of a similar Proposition
in [4], and is therefore omitted.
4. General change of variables formula.
Let B ⊂ M be a unital subalgebra, and let F1, . . . , Fn be non-commutative power series
with coefficients from B; i.e.,












Denote by B[t1, . . . , tn] the set of all such power series, which have the property that if
F ∈ B[t1, . . . , tn] and X1, . . . , Xn are self-adjoint, then F (X1, . . . , Xn) is also self-adjoint.
Given Fi ∈ B[t1, . . . , tn] as above, denote by Fˆi the power series







‖bi,ji1,...,ik‖yi1 . . . yik .
We say that (R1, . . . , Rn) is a mutiradius of convergence of Fi, if it is the multiradius of
convergence of Fˆi (as an ordinary commutative power series).
Let F ∈ B[t1, . . . , tn] be such a power series. Then by the derivative of F with respect to
ti we mean the formal power series DiF ∈ B[t1, . . . , tn)⊗B[t1, . . . , tn]. Here Di is defined by
the following properties; here we think of B[t1, . . . , tn] and B[t1, . . . , tn) ⊗ B[t1, . . . , tn] are
viewed as bimodules over the algebra generated by B and t1, . . . , tn using its obvious left
and right actions.
1. Di is bilinear over the algebra generated by B and t1, . . . , ti−1, ti+1, . . . , tn;
2. Di(ti) = 1⊗ 1;
3. D satisfies the Leibniz rule: Di(FG) = (DiF )G+ F (DiG).
As an example,
D1(b0t1b1t2b2t1b3t4b4) = b0 ⊗ b1t2b2t1b3t4b4 + b0t1b1t2b2 ⊗ b3t4b4.
Given a family of non-commutative power series F1, . . . , Fn with a common multiradius
of convergence (R1, . . . , Rn), we define for X1, . . . , Xn ∈ M , ‖Xi‖ < Ri, its Jacobian at
X1, . . . , Xn, to be the matrix DBF (X1, . . . , Xn) ∈Mn ⊗M ⊗M whose i, j-th entry is equal
to Di(Fj)(X1, . . . , Xn).
Note that if B ⊂ Mk and x1, . . . , xn ∈ Mk, then DB(x1, . . . , xn) is precisely the Jacobian
of the map
(z1, . . . , zn) 7→ (F1(z1, . . . , zn), . . . , Fn(z1, . . . , zn)) ,
evaluated at x1, . . . , xn.
The proof of the following Theorem is almost identical to the proof of the change of
variables formula given in [4], together with the line of the proof of Theorem 3.1, and is
therefore omitted.
Theorem 4.1. Let Fi ∈ B[t1, . . . , tn], i = 1, . . . , n be non-commutative power series with
common multiradius of convergence (R1, . . . , Rn). Assume that there are non-commutative
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power series Gi, i = 1, . . . , n with common multiradius of convergence (r1, . . . , rn), such that
for all i = 1, . . . , n,
Fi(G1(t1, . . . , tn), . . . , Gn(t1, . . . , tn)) = ti,
Gi(F1(t1, . . . , tn), . . . , Fn(t1, . . . , tn)) = ti, .
Assume that for each i, ‖Xi‖ < min(ri, Ri). Then
χ(F1(X1, . . . , Xn), . . . , Fn(X1, . . . , Xn)|B) =
χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) + Tr⊗ τ ⊗ τ (log |DBF (X1, . . . , Xn)|) .
The same formulas hold for χω in place of χ.
We deduce that “free Brownian motion” has a regularizing effect on free entropy (compare
[7]). The following proposition follows also from the results of [5], but we could not find its
exact statement there.
Proposition 4.2. Let S1, . . . , Sn be a free semicircular family, free from the algebra B =
W ∗(X1, . . . , Xn). Assume that B is embeddable into the ultrapower of the hyperfinite II1
factor. Then for all t > 0, we have
χ(X1 +
√
tS1, . . . , Xn +
√
tSn) ≥ n log 2πet > −∞.
The same estimate holds for χω.
Proof. By the change of variables formula and Theorem 2.19, we have
χ(X1 +
√
tS1, . . . , Xn +
√
tSn) ≥ χ(X1 +
√











Theorem 4.3. Let P1, . . . , Pn be non-commutative polynomials in n variables with coeffi-
cients from B. Assume that χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) > −∞. Then
d
dǫ
χ(X1 + ǫP1(X1, . . . , Xn), . . . , Xn + ǫPn(X1, . . . , Xn)|B) =∑
i
〈J(Xi : B ∨W ∗(X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, . . . , Xn), Pi〉,
where J(Xi : B ∨W ∗(X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, . . . , Xn)) is the first-order conjugate variable to Xi
with respect to B ∨W ∗(X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, . . . , Xn) (cf. [7]). The same equality holds for
χω.
Proof. For ǫ > 0 sufficiently small, the transformation F ǫ defined by
F ǫi (X1, . . . , Xn) = Xi + ǫPi(X1, . . . , Xn)
is a non-commutative power series in X1, . . . , Xn with coefficients from B and satisfies the
hypothesis of Theorem 4.1. It follows that
χ(X1 + ǫP1(X1, . . . , Xn), . . . , Xn + Pn(X1, . . . , Xn)|B) = χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B)
+(Tr⊗ τ ⊗ τ) log |DBF ǫ(X1, . . . , Xn)|.
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Hence the derivative in ǫ of χ(X1 + ǫP1(X1, . . . , Xn), . . . , Xn + Pn(X1, . . . , Xn)|B) is equal
to the derivative of (τ ⊗ τ) log |DBF ǫ(X1, . . . , Xn)|. Notice that
DiF
ǫ
j (X1, . . . , Xn) = δij + ǫDj(Pi)(X1, . . . , Xn),
so that
DB(F
ǫ)(X1, . . . , Xn) = I + ǫM,
where I is the identity matrix and
Mij = DiPj(X1, . . . , Xn).
Hence
(DB(F
ǫ)(X1, . . . , Xn)
∗DB(F ǫ)(X1, . . . , Xn)) = I + ǫ(M +M∗ + ǫM∗M).




ǫ)(X1, . . . , Xn)
















τ ⊗ τ((DiPi)(X1, . . . , Xn) + (DiPi)(X1, . . . , Xn)∗) =
∑
i
τ ⊗ τ(DiPi)(X1, . . . , Xn),
since Fi maps self-adjoint variables to self-adjoint variables. Hence we have, by the definition
of the conjugate variable, that
d
dǫ
χ(X1 + ǫP1(X1, . . . , Xn), . . . , Xn + Pn(X1, . . . , Xn)|B) =∑
i
〈J(Xi : B ∨W ∗(X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, . . . , Xn), Pi〉,
as claimed.
Recall (see [6]) that a function φ(X1, . . . , Xn) is said to attain a local algebraic maximum




i ) = n}, if for all non-commutative
polynomials Pi, with coefficients from B there exist ǫ0 > 0, such that for all 0 < ǫ < ǫ0,
φ
(
X1 + ǫP1(X1, . . . , Xn)
‖X1 + ǫP1(X1, . . . , Xn)‖2 , . . . ,
Xn + ǫPn(X1, . . . , Xn)
‖Xn + ǫPn(X1, . . . , Xn)‖2
)
≤ φ(X1, . . . , Xn).
Clearly this is a much weaker requirement than saying that φ attains a maximum on S at
X1, . . . , Xn.
Proposition 4.4. Let B be a von Neumann algebra, embeddable into an ultrapower of the
hyperfinite II1 factor. Then the function (X1, . . . , Xn) 7→ χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) attains a local




i ) = n} exactly when X1, . . . , Xn are n
free (0, 1) semicircular variables, free from B. The same statement holds for χω.
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Proof. Note that by Corollary 2.9, we have that a global maximum (and hence a local
algebraic maximum) is attained by such a semicircular family. Assume that the maximum
is attained by some family X1, . . . , Xn. Then χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) attains a local algebraic
maximum at X1, . . . , Xn. Therefore, we have that for all non-commutative polynomials Pi





X1 + ǫP1(X1, . . . , Xn)
‖X1 + ǫP1(X1, . . . , Xn)‖2 , . . . ,
Xn + ǫPn(X1, . . . , Xn)




But this is equal to
d
dǫ




log ‖Xi + ǫPi(X1, . . . , Xn)‖2 =
∑
i




〈Xi, Pi(X1, . . . , Xn)〉.
It follows that for all non-commutative polynomials Pi with coefficients from B,
〈J(Xi : B ∨W ∗(X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, Xn)), Pi〉 = 〈Xi, Pi(X1, . . . , Xn)〉,
which implies that
Xi = J(Xi : B ∨W ∗(X1, . . . , Xi−1, Xi+1, Xn))
for all i = 1, . . . , n. But by [7] and [3], this implies that X1, . . . , Xn are a free semicircular
family, free from B.





i ) = n. Then χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) attains its maximal value of n log 2πe if and
only if X1, . . . , Xn are a free semicircular family, which is free from B. The same statement
holds for χω.
Proof. The condition that χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B) achieves a local algebraic maximum is weaker
than the condition that it achieves its maximum, so if the maximum is achieved, the local
algebraic maximum is achieved, and Proposition 4.4 applies. Conversely, it was shown in
Corollary 2.9 that the given number is indeed a maximum.
We end with the following theorem, whose proof is identical to that of [6, Proposition 4.3].
Theorem 4.6. If χ(X|B) = χ(X) 6= −∞, then X is free from B. The same statement
holds for χω.
5. χ(X1, . . . , Xn|B ⊗MN ).
Let Xkij, i, j = 1, . . . , N , k = 1, . . . , n be non-commutative random variables, such that
Xij = X
∗
ji, and let B be a unital subalgebra of (M, τ) . Then the joint ∗-distribution
of the family {Xkij} ∪ B completely determines and is completely determined by, the joint
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the matrix units Eij ∈ MN (matrices whose only non-zero entry is in the position i, j) and
the algebra B ⊗MN , identified with those matrices that have entries from B. Therefore,
it is natural to expect a relationship between the free entropy of the entries of the matrix
relative to B and the free entropy of the matrix relative to the algebra B⊗MN of B-valued
matrices. Such a property is enjoyed by χ∗ (introduced by Voiculescu in [7]; this property













ij − [Xkij ]∗) if i < j.
For ω a free ultrafilter (i.e., a homomorphism ω : C(N) → C), from the algebra of contin-
uous bounded functions on N), and n ∈ N, define nω to be the free ultrafilter, which as a
homomorphism from C(N) is given by the composition of ω and the map n · f , given by
(n · f)(m) = f(nm).
Theorem 5.1. Let Y{ij}Let ω be a free ultrafilter. Then









Proof. Let Eij be as before. Then
χω(Z1, . . . , Zn|B ⊗MN ) = inf
P1,...,Pq∈B
χω(Z1, . . . , Zn|P1, . . . , Pq, {Eij}ij).
Here Eij are not self-adjoint; what we mean by the quantity on the right is the obvious
extension of our quantity to such a non-selfadjoint case.
We first claim that




Assume that k = Nk′. Fix δ > 0. Choose Q1, . . . , Qs ∈ B ⊗MN and R > 0 so that
χωR(Z1, . . . , Zn|Q1, . . . , Qq, {Eij}ij) ≥ χω(Z1, . . . Zn|B ⊗MN )− δ.
Let (eij) ∈ ΓR({Eij} : Z1, . . . Zn, Q1, . . . , Qs; k, l, ǫ). Then by a suitable choice of l, ǫ, k and
R, we can guarantee that the exists a projection p ≤ e11 of rank k′, [e11, p] = 0. Given δ,
choose q1, . . . , qS and eij so that
log λΓR(Z1, . . . , Zn|{eij}, {qi}[{Eij}, {Qi}]; k, l, ǫ) ≥
sup
(fij)∈ΓR({Eij}:k,l,ǫ)
ΓR(Z1, . . . , Zn|{fij}[{Eij}]; k, l, ǫ)− δk2
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Let p be as before, and identify pMkp with Mk′. For (z1, . . . , zn) ∈ Mnk , let zkij = pe1izkej1p



















ij − [zrij ]∗) if i < j.
It follows that for l, k, R sufficiently large and ǫ sufficiently small, we can assume that the
logarithm of the Jacobian of T is at least −δk2. Moreover, given l′, R′ and ǫ′ there exist
l > l′, R > R′ and 0 < ǫ < ǫ′, such that
T (ΓR(Z1, . . . , Zn|{eij}, {qi}[{Eij}, {Qi}]; k, l, ǫ) ⊂ ΓR′({Y ris}|{qrij}ijr[{Qrij}ijr]; k′, l′, ǫ′).
It follows that
log λΓR′({Y ris}|{qrij}ijr[{Qrij}ijr]; k′, l′, ǫ′) ≥
log λT (ΓR(Z1, . . . , Zn|{eij}, {qi}[{Eij}, {Qi}]; k, l, ǫ) ≥
log λΓR(Z1, . . . , Zn|{eij}, {qi}[{Eij}, {Qi}]; k, l, ǫ)− δk2 ≥
sup
((fij )ij ,(pr)∈ΓR({Eij},{Pi}:k,l,ǫ)
log λΓR(Z1, . . . , Zn|{fij}, {pi}[{Eij}, {Qi}]; k, l, ǫ)− 2δk2.
Therefore, remembering that k = Nk′ and taking limits as k → ω, we get:















log λΓR′({Y ris}{qrij}ijr[{Qrij}ijr]; k′, l′, ǫ′) +
n
2

















logN − 2δ =
N2χωR(Z1, . . . , Zn|{Eij}, {Qi})−N2
n
2
logN − 2δ ≥




This implies the claimed inequality.
Next, we claim that




For this, choose Q1, . . . , Qn ∈ B ⊗MN and R > 0 in such a way that
χωR(Z1, . . . , Zn|Q1, . . . Qn, {Eij}) ≥ χω(Z1, . . . , Zn|B ⊗MN )− δ.
Set Qrij = E1iQrEj1. Choose {qrij} ∈ ΓR({Qrij};m, k, ǫ). Assume that
(yrij) ∈ ΓR((Y rij)|{qrij}[{Qrij}]; k, l, ǫ).
Then let xrij = y
r
ij+




ij⊗Eij , and put qr =
∑
qrij⊗
Eij ∈ Mk⊗Mn. Then given R′ > 0, l′ > 0 and ǫ′ > 0, there exist R > R′ > 0, l > l′ > 0 and
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0 < ǫ < ǫ′, such that (z1, . . . , zr) ∈ ΓR′(Z1, . . . , Zn|{Eij}, {qi}[{Eij}, {Qi}];nk, l′, ǫ′). Since
the map assigning to (yrij) the n-tuple (z1, . . . , zr) is measure-preserving, we get that
sup
eij ,fi
log λΓR′(Z1, . . . , Zn|{eij}, {fi}[{Eij}, {Qi}];nk, l′, ǫ′) ≥
log λΓR′(Z1, . . . , Zn|{Eij}, {qi}[{Eij}, {Qi}];nk, l′, ǫ′) ≥
log λΓR((Y
r
ij)|{qrij}[Qrij]; k, l, ǫ).
This implies our claim.
The proof of the inequality for χ instead of χω is along the lines of the proof of the second
inequality above, and is left to the reader.
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